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Preface

Welcome to today’s world of leadership where personal values and interpersonal skills 
are as important as formal position and command and control structure. The word leader 
first appeared in the English language in the 1300s, coming from the root word leden 
meaning “to travel” or “show the way.” The term leadership followed some five centu-
ries later. Today the study of leadership is multidisciplinary with contributions from 
 history, philosophy, psychology, political science, business, and education.

 The fifth edition of The Art of Leadership combines behavior theory with busi-
ness practice to teach central concepts and skills in leadership. The book is made 
more valuable and the impact greater by the self-evaluation questionnaires and prac-
tical exercises that are used for personal development and class involvement. The Art 
of Leadership, fifth edition, is more than a textbook; it is a “learning” book that ac-
tively involves the reader in the learning process.

The fifth edition teaches leadership in a way that is appropriate for both new and 
experienced leaders, as well as for the everyday person who must influence others to 
get things done. Our goal is for you to use this book to develop your full potential as 
a leader, to become the kind of leader you always wanted to have, and to help you be-
come a good, and perhaps even a great leader.

Many principles of leadership are timeless. Examples from Socrates to Gandhi are 
used in the book. In addition, the fifth edition of The Art of Leadership adds theoreti-
cal foundation, new information, and learning exercises to personalize the subject. 
The book covers the topics most management and leadership instructors expect and 
students need to know about. These include leadership trait and behavior theories, 
charismatic and transformational leadership, leadership ethics and values, human 
 relations and the empowerment of people, the team concept and group dynamics, 
leader as coach and developer of people, cultural diversity and the global economy, 
stress in the workplace and adaptive capacity, and performance management and 
 organizational success. 

We have revised each part of the book based on comments provided by stu-
dents and colleagues who used the first four editions and on formal reviews sub-
mitted by a cross-section of instructors from community colleges, four-year 
schools, and universities with graduate programs in leadership. We have at-
tempted to tighten up the writing, expand on real-world examples, and broaden 
coverage to areas that have emerged more recently on the leadership scene.  
 Using an evidence-based management approach, the book is thoroughly refer-
enced with classic and current citations. The number of references has increased 
from 840 to 1,050 in the fifth edition.

We have retained the most popular features from previous editions and have added 
new material in the following areas:

■ Part 1:  analysis of the dark side of leadership; destructive patterns of leadership 
behavior; and multiple intelligences

■ Part 2:  transformational leadership; achieving vision, alignment, prioritization, 
and execution for organizational success; the importance of culture; and 
creating a psychologically healthy workplace 

■ Part 3:  moral dilemmas; value orientations; and levels of morality in leadership 
ethics 

■ Part 4:  servant leadership; the power of persuasion in the leadership process, 
including psychological size and two-way communication

x
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■ Part 5:  virtual world communication; leading teams; tools for team building and 
problem-solving; handling conflict; and employee retention

■  Part 6:  global and cross-cultural leadership; women in leadership; and valuing 
diversity as a strength

■ Part 7:  the psychology of leadership, including the role of personality, employee 
motivation, and dealing with difficult people

■ Part 8:  the self-fulfilling prophecy and the leader as coach and mentor; leading 
change, including adaptive capacity, work-life balance, and the importance 
of attitude 

■ Part 9:  high performance leadership practices; managing for results; and the wis-
dom of Peter Drucker for contemporary leaders, including responsibilities 
of a leader, addressing deficiencies, and coaching for success 

Video cases with questions for discussion are included to enhance each part of the 
text. Web sites are identified for additional information.

Central Ideas of This Book
This book is based on two ideas. The first is that leadership will take place to the 
extent the leader cares about the work to be done. Equally important, the leader 
must care about people. Neither of these qualities is sufficient without the other, 
and neither can be false. People know when the leader cares. When the leader is 
committed to the task and is concerned about people, these qualities serve as 
magnets and motivators to followers, and their potential for achievement 
 becomes enormous.

The second premise of the book is that leadership is an art that can be developed 
through mastery of nine key areas of success. The successful leader must possess 
knowledge and skills in the following areas: understanding leadership variables, the 
power of vision, the importance of ethics, the empowerment of people, leadership 
principles, understanding people, multiplying effectiveness, developing others, and 
performance management.

Who Should Read This Book?
The fifth edition of The Art of Leadership is written for students in leadership devel-
opment and other management-related courses, such as leadership principles, con-
temporary leadership, and managerial skills. It is appropriate for leadership courses 
in business, education, psychology, communication, health care, criminal justice, 
military, and public administration. 

The Art of Leadership, fifth edition, is appropriate for use at the university level 
as well as in corporate university programs. It is ideally suited for undergraduate 
degree–completion students and organization-based education, where there is an 
emphasis on developing leadership competency. The Art of Leadership, fifth edition, 
is popular with students and instructors in both classroom and online courses. No 
prior coursework in business or management is required.

The level of material is appropriate for both emerging and experienced leaders. 
Emerging leaders can use this book to prepare themselves to meet the demands of 
being a leader. Having a vision of what should be done, effectively using authority, 
motivating people to perform at their best, and solving tough personnel problems—
discussed in Parts 2, 4, 6, and 9—are challenges all leaders must face.

Experienced leaders can use this book to address workplace issues, taking leader-
ship skills to new levels of effectiveness. Matching leadership style with the needs of 
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followers, leading by values and ethical principles, raising employee morale, delegat-
ing work effectively, and helping people through change—discussed in Parts 1, 3, 5, 
7, and 8—are important areas for leaders to address.

The Art of Leadership, fifth edition, is scholarly, stimulating, and useful for any-
one who seeks to better understand the dynamics of leadership, and to improve his or 
her own leadership effectiveness. By understanding leadership and its challenges, ap-
preciating the importance of caring leadership, and developing the skills required for 
effective leadership, readers will (1) be more effective at work, (2) gain knowledge 
and skills, and (3) have the ability to lead others when the opportunity occurs.

Approach and Style of the Book
The difference between most other leadership texts and The Art of Leadership, fifth 
edition, can be compared to the difference between a lecture and a seminar. Although 
both are good educational vehicles, the lecture is better for conveying large amounts 
of information, while the seminar is better for developing skills and attitudes. A good 
lecture is interesting and builds knowledge, while a good seminar is stimulating and 
builds competency. Without sacrificing either theoretical foundation or important 
content, the fifth edition of The Art of Leadership emphasizes the interactive, seminar 
approach to learning.

Reviewers of the book identify its major strengths to be clarity of writing and 
user-friendly exercises. The writing style is personal and conversational, with 
minimal professional jargon. True-life examples clarify points under consider-
ation. Concepts are supported by facts and figures, as well as by stories and 
 anecdotes that are meaningful and easy to remember. Each part includes cases 
and learning activities to bridge the gap between theory and on-the-job practice. 
Useful suggestions are provided, including the leader’s use of power, managing 
conflict, leading teams, and professional resilience. Our goal has been to include 
material that is interesting to read, practical to use, and personalized to the reader’s 
own concerns.

Supplemental Information 
and Instructional Aids
The suggestions of users and reviewers of the previous four editions have been 
incorporated in the fifth edition of The Art of Leadership. We have added timely 
references, new illustrations, and new learning activities. Instructional aids signifi-
cantly enhance The Art of Leadership, fifth edition. The Online Learning Center 
(OLC) at www.mhhe.com/manning5e includes password-protected instructor and 
student supplements. The instructor’s center includes a revised and robust Instruc-
tor’s Guide that contains learning objectives, discussion questions, PowerPoint 
presentations, notes and anecdotes, suggested films and videos (annotated), extensive 
bibliography, suggested articles, interactive cases, applications and exercises, and 
suggested Web sites. All chapters have updated testbank questions, answer keys, 
and PowerPoint slides. 
 Student content includes learning objectives and premium content.  Premium 
Content (printed card ISBN 0077424646 or for eCommerce purchase from the 
OLC) includes Test Your Knowledge, Self-Assessments, and Manager’s Hot Seat 
exercises. Manager’s Hot Seat is an interactive, video-based software that puts stu-
dents in the manager’s hot seat where they have to apply their knowledge to make 
decisions on hot issues such as ethics, diversity, working in teams, and the virtual 
workplace.
 The Organizational Behavior Video DVD Vol. 1 (ISBN 0073337285) contains 
a collection of videos featuring interesting issues, companies, and people related to 
organizational behavior and leadership.
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How to Use This Book
The fifth edition of The Art of Leadership integrates current knowledge, skill 
development, and personal insight about leadership. It can be used as a text-
book for teaching others, a workbook for personal development, and a desk 
book for ready reference in the area of leadership. The material is arranged in 
a logical sequence for learning. The best approach is to interact with the mate-
rial. Read the narrative, complete the questionnaires, examine the interpreta-
tions, and review the principles and techniques. Then ask: How does this apply 
to me? How can I use this concept or information to improve my leadership 
 effectiveness? Then take action.

To increase interest and improve overall learning, try the following:

1. Use the Learning Objectives and Reflection Points included in each part of the book 
to focus your reading, improve comprehension, and increase retention of the material.

2. Share questionnaires and exercises with family, friends, and co-workers, especial-
ly those who are interested in leadership development. In this way, you can make 
tangible use of what you learn and may even help others.

3. Think of the best leader you have ever had. What qualities did this individual 
possess? In what ways did he or she demonstrate the art of leadership? Use the 
material in this book to develop your own leadership effectiveness.

4. Write in the book. Follow the advice of Yale professor William Phelps: “Books 
are for use, not for show; you should own no book that you are afraid to mark up.” 
You may want to use two markers to highlight information—one for personal 
development and one to help others. Use the margins, underline, write your own 
ideas. Personalize the material.

5. Visit the text’s online Web site for more information: www.mhhe.com/manning5e. 

Good luck in your learning!
We want your suggestions. If you have questions or see a way to improve this 

book, please write. Thank you.

George Manning
Kent Curtis
Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, Kentucky 41099
E-mail:  manningg@nku.edu 

curtisk@nku.edu
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The Art of Leadership

art (ärt), noun. 1. Skill acquired by experience or study. 2. a system of 
rules to facilitate performance; the use of skill and imagination in applying 
such rules (the art of building, the art of persuasion). 3. endeavor requiring 
special knowledge and ability (fine arts, practical arts). 4. the product or 
result of artistic faculty (body of work).

leadership (lēd-er-ship), noun. 1. Showing the way or direction; the 
course of action. 2. influencing or causing to follow by words and deeds. 
3. guiding the behavior of others through ideas, strength, or heroic feats. 
4. the position or function of one who leads (the king led his people). 
5. the ability to lead (she displayed leadership skill).
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1

The Importance of 
Leadership: Setting 
the Stage

ALL OVER THE WORLD in corporations and government agencies, there are mil-

lions of executives who imagine their place on the organization chart has given 

them a body of followers. And of course it hasn’t. It has given them subordinates. 

Whether the subordinates become followers depends on whether the executives 

act like leaders.

—John Gardner

Learning Objectives

After studying Chapter One, you will be able to:
• Define leadership and discuss its importance.
• Know where leaders learn to lead and what people want in a leader.
• Identify the satisfactions and frustrations of leadership.
• Describe the elements of caring leadership.

L eadership is a concept that is both current and timeless. In one form or another, 
the leadership process has been central to human interaction since the dawn of 
society. Excellence in leadership requires the ability to attract capable people, 

motivate them to put forth their best efforts, and solve problems that arise. These are 
difficult tasks, which help explain why effective leadership is rare and why we 
 respect those who excel.
 To personalize the subject, consider these questions: Have you ever been the victim 
of a poor leader? How do you feel about the good leaders you have known? If you 
have experienced both types of leaders, you know firsthand the importance of good 
leadership. No other factor is more important for work morale and job perfor mance.

There are millions of people who know what it is like to work for a leader who

■ Takes all the credit for work done by others.

■ Is selfish and rude.
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■ Makes mistakes and blames others.

■ Is tyrannical and cruel.

■ Cares only about self-preservation.

■ Is threatened by competence.

■ Is dishonest and unfair.

All these examples are real, all these factors diminish people’s lives at work, and 
none is necessary. The sad fact is, the percentage of leaders people would be willing 
to work for again is less than 40 percent. This means that most people would not 
want to work for the majority of leaders they have had.1

We are convinced that the weakest link in business, industry, and government to-
day is leadership. It is not technology; it is not tools or equipment; it is not facilities; 
it is not the skills of employees; it is not systems and procedures. It is leadership. 
Leadership failure rates range from 40 percent to 60 percent, costing  organizations 
millions of dollars each year.2

What Is Leadership?
Leadership is social influence. It means leaving a mark. It is initiating and guiding, 
and the result is change. The product is a new character or direction that otherwise 
would never be. By their ideas and deeds, leaders show the way and influence the 
behavior of others.3

To understand the importance of ideas, consider the legend of King Arthur, who 
led the Knights of the Round Table with his vision of chivalry:

My teacher Merlyn, who always remembered things that haven’t happened better than things 
that have, told me once that a few hundred years from now it will be discovered that the world is 
round—round like the table at which we sat with such high hope and noble purpose. If you do what 
I ask, perhaps people will remember how we of Camelot went questing for right and honor and 
justice. Perhaps one day men will sit around this world as we did once at our table, and go questing 
once more . . . for right . . . honor . . . and justice.4

To understand the importance of deeds, consider the storyteller Homer’s account 
of Achilles, who led Greek warriors by his heroic feats:

So saying, he plunged once more into the fight and man after man fell before his sword and before 
his spear. He raged among the Trojans like a whirlwind that drives the flames this way and that 
when there is a forest fire along the dry slopes of the mountains.5

History holds countless examples of ideas and acts that have determined human 
destiny. Consider the events put in motion and the impact on the world when 56 lead-
ers signed the Declaration of Independence, a Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen 
United States of America, in Congress July 4, 1776.6

The Importance of Leadership
Upon every wave of political history has been a Caesar, an Elizabeth, a Napoleon, or 
a Saladin. In every lull, leadership has been absent. Consider the period of approxi-
mately ad 800 to 1000:

Europe lapsed into utter decentralization, and lost for centuries the administrative unity that the 
reign of Charlemagne promised. A heavy blow was dealt at the slowly developing culture that the 
eighth century produced. It was not without justice that the ninth and tenth centuries have been 
called “the Dark Ages.” The internal history of continental Europe became a dismal record of 
tiresome local feuds and private wars.7
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Leadership is important not only in government, but in other areas of life as well. 
Social conscience and conduct have been influenced by reformers such as Martin 
Luther King and Susan B. Anthony:

Susan B. Anthony was a passionate advocate, who saw “the vote” as the symbol of women’s eman-
cipation and independence as well as the indispensable condition of a true government. . . . Although 
still voteless, she declared, “The world has never witnessed a greater revolution than in the status of 
women during the past half century.”8

The fates of nations have been determined by military figures such as Alexander 
the Great and Joan of Arc:

Alexander the Great opened a new era in the history of the world and, by his life’s work, deter-
mined its development for many centuries. The permanent result of his life was the development of 
Greek civilization into a civilization that was worldwide.9

Civilization has been shaped by philosophers such as John Stuart Mill and Adam 
Smith:

John Stuart Mill was one of England’s greatest philosophers, hardly surpassed by thinkers of the 
highest order. Mill taught that a popular representative government (democracy) inevitably makes 
for progress.10

The initiative of leaders has a formative place in history. At times their eloquence, 
like Churchill’s, may be worth a thousand regiments; their skill, like Napoleon’s, 
may win battles and establish states. If they are teachers or prophets, like Muhammad, 
wise in insight, their words may inspire good deeds.

Three Types of Leaders
There are many ways to lead, and indeed, we are influenced by some people even 
centuries after they are gone. Some leaders are teachers, who are rule breakers 
and value creators; some are heroes, responsible for great causes and noble works; 
and some are rulers, motivated principally to dominate others and exercise power. 
 Consider how the ideas and deeds of the teachers, heroes, and rulers in Table 1–1 
have influenced the world.11

Table 1–1
Types of Leaders in History

Teacher Hero Ruler

Aquinas Beethoven Akbar
Aristotle Columbus Alexander
Augustine Curie Charlemagne
Buddha da Vinci Elizabeth I
Confucius Darwin Frederick II
Gandhi Edison Genghis Khan
Jesus Einstein Hitler
Lao-tzu Ford Isabella I
Luther Galileo Julius Caesar
Marx Gutenberg Louis XIV
Moses Hippocrates Mao Tse-tung
Muhammad Michelangelo Napoleon
Paul Newton Ramses II
Plato Pasteur Saladin
Rumi Shakespeare Washington
Socrates Watt Yoritomo
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How Many Leaders Are There?
Are we led by a few, or are there many who lead? Words such as emperor, king, and 
chief differentiated leaders from others in earlier times. There were few powerful 
positions, books were rare, and mass education was unknown. Today information is 
everywhere, ideas are free, and self-expression is encouraged. It is a different world, 
as evidenced by the 66th edition of Who’s Who in America, 2012, which  contains 
entries for more than 96,000 people. Each of these individuals, by ideas or deeds, has 
influenced the lives of others; each has been a teacher, hero, or ruler.

There is a changing perception of who can be a leader today. The response is 
heard over and over: Everyone can be a leader. Leadership is shifting from an auto-
cratic, hierarchical model toward an empowering, participatory model. The new 
 definition recognizes the potential and unique contributions of everyone. As former 
secretary of labor Robert Reich says, “Everyone has a leader inside.” No longer is 
leadership viewed as a combination of charisma and expertise possessed by only a 
few people at the top of an organizational pyramid. Today it is viewed as the 
 challenge and responsibility of every individual with potential to make a 
 difference.12

Consider the example of Rosa Parks, whose courage helped determine the course 
of civil rights in American society:

It was December 1, 1955, when a white passenger aboard a Montgomery, Alabama, bus asked Rosa 
Parks to yield her seat. Her refusal to move to the back of the bus ended in her arrest, but began the 
nonviolent protest movement for civil rights in the United States. A year-long boycott of the Mont-
gomery bus system, led by Martin Luther King, forced the issue of the South’s Jim Crow laws to 
the forefront of America’s consciousness. The Supreme Court’s 1956 decision to declare segrega-
tion laws unconstitutional signaled a victory for Parks, of whom King said “she had been tracked 
down by the Zeitgeist—the spirit of time.”13

In meaningful ways, leadership is provided by the multitude of people who in-
fluence their families, friends, work groups, and organizations. Responding to 
situations in work and life that require leadership, “episodic” leaders include par-
ents, supervisors, officers, and other leadership figures. Think of your own expe-
riences. Have you not at some time provided leadership to others, either by your 
ideas or by the example you set?

How Qualities of the Individual and 
Environmental Factors Influence the 
Leadership Process
The leadership scholar James MacGregor Burns once called leadership one of the 
most observed and least understood phenomena on earth. Questions frequently asked 
are, Which is more important—the individual or the environment? Are leaders born 
or made? In his book Leadership, Burns concludes that leadership is fired in the 
forge of both personal ambition and social opportunity.14

Qualities of the 
Individual

 Historically, leadership has been attributed to the individual. This view is sometimes 
called the “great man theory.” Reflecting this view, the Scottish philosopher and 
 historian Thomas Carlyle believed that among the undistinguished masses are people 
of light and learning, individuals superior in power, courage, and understanding. 
 Carlyle saw the history of the human race as the biographies of these leaders, its 
great men and women: “Their moral character may be something less than perfect; 
their courage may not be the essential ingredient; yet they are superior. They are 
 followed, admired, and obeyed to the point of worship.”15
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Ralph M. Stogdill, one of the most distinguished scholars on leadership, has found 
certain traits of the individual that correlate positively with leadership:

The leader is characterized by: a strong drive for responsibility and task completion; vigor and 
persistence in pursuit of goals; venturesomeness and originality in  problem-solving; drive to 
exercise initiative in social situations; self-confidence and sense of personal identity; willingness to 
accept consequences of decision and action; readiness to absorb interpersonal stress; willingness to 
tolerate frustration and delay; ability to influence other persons’ behavior; and capacity to structure 
social  interaction systems to the purpose at hand.

It can be concluded that the cluster of characteristics listed above differentiate leaders from 
followers, effective from ineffective leaders, and higher echelon from lower echelon leaders. 
In other words, different strata of leaders and followers can be described in terms of the extent 
to which they exhibit these characteristics. These characteristics considered individually hold 
little diagnostic or predictive significance. In combination, it would appear that they interact 
to generate personality  dynamics advantageous to the person seeking the responsibilities of 
leadership.16

Environmental Factors  More recently, leadership has been viewed as an acquired competency, the product of 
many forces, not the least of which are environment and circumstance. In this sense, 
leadership is seen as a social phenomenon, not an individual trait. This school of 
thought helps explain why leaders who are successful in one situation (for example, 
building a bridge) may not be successful in another (such as directing a play or a 
 research team).17 The same individual may exert leadership in one time and place and 
not in another. Stogdill explains:

It should be noted that to a large extent our conceptions of characteristics of leadership are cultur-
ally determined. The ancient Egyptians attributed three qualities of divinity to their king. They said 
of him, “Authoritative utterance is in thy mouth, perception is in thy heart, and thy tongue is the 
shrine of justice.” This statement would suggest that the Egyptians were demanding of their leader 
the qualities of authority, discrimination, and just behavior.

An analysis of Greek concepts of leadership, as exemplified by different leaders in Homer’s 
Iliad, showed four aspects were valued: (1) justice and judgment—Agamemnon; (2) wisdom and 
counsel—Nestor; (3) shrewdness and cunning—Odysseus; and (4) valor and action—Achilles. All 
of these qualities were admired by the Greeks. Shrewdness and cunning are not as highly regarded 
in our contemporary society as they once were (although justice, judgment, wisdom, valor, and ac-
tion remain in high esteem).18

The patterns of behavior regarded as acceptable in leaders differ from time to time and from one 
culture to another; thus, the establishment of educational institutions and curricula to impart and 
reinforce knowledge, skills, and attitudes deemed to be important by a society or group.19

Probably the most convincing support for leadership as a social phenomenon is 
the fact that throughout history, male leaders have outnumbered female leaders to a 
 significant degree. Even the definition of the word leader is a social phenomenon. 
Consider the case of “President” Edith Wilson, leader in all but name during the 
 incapacitating illness of her husband, President Woodrow Wilson. It is Woodrow, 
 however, whom history credits as leader, as president, even during the period of his 
inability to govern. Public recognition of Mrs. Wilson’s influence would not have 
been in line with the norms of the times.

Interaction between 
the Individual and 
the Environment

 A student showed his father his report card containing 5 F’s. He said, “Dad, it’s ei-
ther heredity or environment. What do you think?” Evidence shows that both the 
qualities of the individual and environmental factors are important elements in the 
leadership equation. Leadership results from the inextricable interaction between the 
two. Findings from sociobiological studies of other  animal species support this view. 
For example, biologist Richard Borowsky has  discovered spontaneous growth among 
male fish. Young males remain small and  sexually underdeveloped until the adult 
population in the group is reduced. Then, size and sexual maturation accelerate dra-
matically. Clearly, biological and sociological systems are closely related.20
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Similar signs of sudden maturation are found in human beings. Leaders may 
emerge spontaneously in social crises after filling essentially anonymous roles for 
years. Consider the transformation of Poland’s Lech Walesa from shipyard worker to 
national labor leader during the 1980s. Some people seem to have innate abilities that 
unfold under certain conditions—external circumstances and internal qualities interact 
to create a sudden and dramatic spurt of performance. Before becoming president, 
the biggest staff Abraham Lincoln managed was a law office of one junior partner 
and several clerks. Lincoln grew in office as if destiny required him, as he put it, to 
“rise to the occasion.”21

Where Leaders Learn to Lead 
and What People Want in a Leader
In the most extensive study ever done on leadership, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
sought to answer two questions: (1) Where do leaders learn to lead? and (2) What do 
people want in a leader?22

The number one place people say they learn to lead is from experience. They are 
thrown in the water and expected to sink or swim. Common Cause founder John W. 
Gardner identifies his arduous experience as a Marine during World War II as the 
“learning crucible” in which his own leadership abilities emerged.23 Ask yourself 
how much of your leadership approach and skill you have learned from experience.

The second most-cited place people learn to lead is from examples or models. 
They watch Bill or Jill lead and it seems to work out, so they do the same. They 
watch Sarah or Sam lead and it doesn’t work out, so they resolve never to use those 
methods or techniques. Who have been your models or examples in the practice of 
leadership?

The third most-cited place people say they learn to lead is from books and school. 
Formal education, learning seminars, and professional reading can provide valuable 
information and insight. What book, theory, or class has helped in the development 
of your leadership skills?

Even more interesting, especially for leaders, is to know what people want in a 
leader. Desired qualities change across culture and time, but what people say they 
want most in American society is integrity. When people are asked to define integ-
rity, the word they mention most frequently is honesty. The leader with integrity al-
ways tells the truth as he or she believes it to be. Think about the best leader you 
have ever had; she or he probably had integrity. First and foremost, people want a 
leader they can trust. Ask yourself whether you have a reputation for integrity.

The second most-cited quality people want in a leader is job knowledge. This 
quality ranges from knowing what direction to take (abstract visioning) to knowing 
how to solve problems (practical ability). Again, think about the best leader you have 
ever had; it is likely that this person had a purpose, a plan, and the skill to succeed. 
Moreover, truly great leaders keep job knowledge current. They know what it takes 
to be effective in the leadership position—they are good but not complacent, and they 
continually strive to improve. How do you currently rate on the job knowledge scale?

The third most-cited quality people want in a leader can be summarized as people-
building skills. This quality includes the ability to assemble and develop a winning 
team, and it involves a variety of important skills: performance planning, perfor-
mance coaching, and correcting poor performance; effective delegation; effective 
 discipline; and the ability to motivate. People want an empowering leader who will 
be a mentor and developer of others. Do you have the interest, ability, and patience 
required to motivate and develop others?24 (See Exercise 1–1.)
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1. Where have you learned your leadership skills? Describe each pertinent learning area.

■ Personal experience  

■ Examples or models  

■ Books, school, and online learning  

2. Do you possess the qualities people want in a leader? Support your response.

■ Integrity (honesty)—resulting in trust  

■ Job knowledge—resulting in confidence  

■ People-building skills—resulting in motivation and teamwork  

Exercise 1–1 
Personalizing 
Leadership
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Satisfactions and Frustrations 
of Leaders
Approximately 1 out of every 10 people in the American workplace is classified 
as a supervisor, administrator, or manager.25 Management author Andrew DuBrin 
identifies seven satisfactions and seven frustrations that individuals in leadership 
roles typically experience. If you are a leader, make note of the ones that relate 
to you.

Satisfactions of 
Leaders

 1.  A feeling of power and prestige. Being a leader typically grants one power and a 
sense of importance.

2.  A chance to help others. A leader works directly with people, often teaching 
them job skills, serving as a mentor and an advisor.

3. High income. Leaders, in general, receive higher pay than nonleaders, and execu-
tive leaders typically earn substantial incomes.

4. Respect and status. A leader is typically respected by group members and enjoys 
a higher status than people who are not occupying leadership roles.

5. Opportunities for advancement. Once one becomes a leader, advancement 
 opportunities usually increase.

6. A feeling of being in a position of knowledge. A leader typically receives more 
information than do nonleaders.

7. An opportunity to control money and other resources. A leader is typically in 
the position of determining budgets and authorizing expenses.

Frustrations of Leaders  1.   Too much uncompensated work time. People in leadership positions typically 
work longer hours than nonleaders. During periods of high demand, working 
hours can surge to 80 hours per week and more.

2. Too many problems. A leader is subject to the universe of problems involv-
ing people and things. The leader is expected to address problems and get them 
solved.

3. Not enough authority to carry out responsibility. People in leadership positions 
may be held responsible for outcomes over which they have little control.

4. Loneliness. The higher one rises as a leader, the more lonely it can be. Leadership 
limits the number of people in whom one can confide.

5. Too many problems involving people. A frustration facing a leader is the number 
of people problems requiring action. The more employees one has, the more prob-
lems one is likely to face.

6. Organizational politics. The leader must engage in political byplay from three 
directions: below, sideways, and above. Although tactics such as forming 
 alliances and coalitions are a necessary part of a leader’s role, it can be partic-
ularly frustrating if people purposefully work against each other within an 
 organization.

7. The pursuit of conflicting goals. A major challenge facing leaders is navigating 
among conflicting goals. The central issue of such dilemmas is attempting to grant 
others the authority to act independently, yet still get them aligned and pulling 
together for a common purpose.26

At this time, do the satisfactions of leadership outweigh the frustrations you 
may have, or is the opposite the case? Consider the pros and cons of your leadership 
position.




